Purpose
Origins
Main changes from version 1.0
Structure
Limitations and extensions
- Strategy and leadership
  Define vision
  Govern and lead
  Manage strategic collaboration and cooperation
- Capability development
  Plan capability improvements
  Develop capability improvements
  Monitor capability improvements
  Transfer support of capability improvements
- Corporate support
  Manage business performance and legislation
  Manage statistical methodology
  Manage quality
  Manage information and knowledge
  Manage consumers
  Manage data suppliers
  Manage finances
  Manage human resources
  Manage IT
  Manage buildings and physical space
- Production
- Annex
Glossary of terms
If you re-use all or part of this work, please attribute it to the United Nations Economic
Organization.
**The Generic Activity Model for Statistical Organizations (GAMSO) Version 1.1** was endorsed for release by the High-Level Group for the Modernisation of Official Statistics in November 2016, and is valid from 1 January 2017. Statistical organisations are invited to use GAMSO and provide feedback based on practical implementations in the AMSO Discussion Forum. This feedback will be considered for future reviews of the GAMSO.